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Abstract—In 2000 Roth and Ruckenstein proposed an Ex-
tended Key Equation for solving the interpolation step in the
Sudan decoding algorithm. Generalizing their idea, a sequence of
key equations for the Guruswami-Sudan (GS) algorithm, which
is able to list decode a Reed-Solomon code with arbitrary rate,
is derived.
This extension allows a reduction of the number of equationsand
therefore a reduction of the algorithm’s complexity. Furthermore,
we indicate how to adapt the Fundamental Iterative Algorithm
for block Hankel matrices and thus solving the GS-interpolation
step efficiently.
Index Terms—Guruswami-Sudan algorithm, list decoding, (Ex-
tended) Key Equation, Reed-Solomon codes, polynomial interpo-
lation
I. I NTRODUCTION
The Sudan [1] list decoding algorithm is applicable to Reed-
Solomon (RS) codes with a code rateR < 1/3. It consists
of an interpolation and a factorization step. Beside their
well-known factorization method Roth and Ruckenstein [2]
have also derived a so-called Extended Key Equation (EKE),
which is a generalization of the classical Key Equation for
unique decoding, by reformulating the interpolation condition
of Sudan. The EKE can be solved by an adaption of the
Fundamental Iterative Algorithm (FIA) (presented in [3], [4])
for the case ofl horizontally arranged Hankel-matrices (where
l is the list size).
Guruswami and Sudan [5] extended the originally interpolati n
approach by using multiplicities of higher order. This increases
the decoding radius and can be applied to RS codes with
arbitrary rate. Ruckenstein predicted in her thesis [6, Ch.5]
that the resulting set of equations for the GS-case can be solv d
in quadratic time.
We generalize the idea of Roth and Ruckenstein [2] and
obtain a set of key equations for the GS-case, which allows a
reduction of the decoding algorithm’s complexity.
In the next section we recall shortly the GS-principle and in
Section III the derivation of the EKE.
We reformulate the condition for the interpolation step of the
GS-algorithm in Section IV to get an appropriate basis for the
derivation of the set of key equations, which is presented inthe
sections V and VI. The corresponding syndrome polynomials
are defined in Section VII. In the same way as in the case
of the EKE for the Sudan-algorithm, some variables of the
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resulting set of equations (see Section VIII) can be removed.
For a low-rate RS code the gain is very high. In Section IX
we describe how this reduced set of equations can be solved
efficiently. Finally, we conclude in Section X.
II. T HE GURUSWAMI-SUDAN PRINCIPLE
The Guruswami-Sudan principle [5] is recalled shortly. Let
{x1, . . . , xn} be the support of a [n, k] Reed-Solomon code,
where all thexi ∈ Fq are distinct. Letk be the dimension
and d = n − k + 1 the minimum distance of the RS
code under consideration. The received word is denoted by
y = (y1, . . . , yn) and τ is the number of errors that can be
corrected. The parameters is the order of multiplicity of the
bivariate interpolation polynomial in the GS-algorithm. Then
the GS-polynomialQ(X,Y ) has to fulfill the following three
conditions:
① Q(X,Y ) 6= 0;
② Q(X,Y ) =
∑l
t=0 Qt(X)Y
t, wheredegQt(X) < Nt
with Nt = s(n− τ)− t(k − 1);
③ mult(Q, (xi, yi)) ≥ s, i = 1, . . . , n.
We recall that the condition③ is the multiplicity condition
defined as follows: LetQ(X,Y ) = Q0+Q1+· · ·+Qi+· · · be
given, whereQi is homogeneous of degreei. The multiplicity
of Q at the point(0, 0) is the smallesti such thatQi 6= 0 and
the multiplicity ofQ at the point(xi, yi) is the multiplicity at
(0, 0) of the polynomialQ(X + xi, Y + yi).
Then for all f(X), corresponding to codewordsc such that
d(f, c) ≤ τ , it holds, thatQ(X, f(X)) = 0. It is noted, that
s = 1 in the case of Sudan.
III. T HE EXTENDED KEY EQUATION (EKE) FOR THE
SUDAN-ALGORITHM
In this section, the derivation of the Extended Key Equation
of the Sudan algorithm [1], which was presented in [2], is
summarized. Moreover, the principle of the algorithm solving
this key equation is mentioned.
The initial point of the derivation of Roth and Ruckenstein [2]
is that condition③ for s = 1 is equivalent to the existence of a
polynomialB(X), such that the following relation holds. The
polynomial R(X) is the Lagrange interpolation polynomial






Qt(X) · (R(X))t = B(X) ·G(X). (1)
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Introducing the reversed polynomials̄R(X), Ḡ(X), B̄(X)
and Λt(X) for Qt(X) for all t = 1, . . . , l in Equation (1)





Λt(X) ·X(l−t)(n−k) · (R̄(X))t ≡ B̄(X) · Ḡ(X)
modX l(n−k). (2)




= X(t−1)(n−1) · St∞(X) + Ut(X), (3)
whereUt(X) ∈ F(t−1)(n−1)[X ] is the entire part of the partial
fraction decomposition.
The degree of the syndrome polynomialSt∞(X) in Equa-
tion (2) can be limited (toτ +Nt − 1) and the corresponding
truncated polynomial is thus denoted bySt(X). Inserting this
definition in (2) and dividing withX(l−1)(n−k) leads to the
final expression of the Extended Key Equation of Roth and




Λt(X) ·X(t−1)(k−1) · St(X) ≡ Ω(X) mod Xn−k, (4)
where
degΩ(X) < n− k − τ. (5)
Equation (4) (where the RHS is zero) can be written in a
more explicit form (see Equation (6)). Notice that the number
of unknowns (compared with the interpolation condition③ for







Qt,c · Sti+c = 0, 0 ≤ i < τ. (6)
To get an idea of the algorithm, which solves Equations (6)
efficiently, it is helpful to consider the matrix representation
of the equation.
We write the coefficients of the shortened bivariate interpo-
lation polynomialQ∗(X,Y ) (whereQ(X,Y ) = Q0(X) +


















Qt = (Qt,0, Qt,1, . . . , Qt,Nt−1)
T . (8)
Equivalent to this representation the syndrome polynomials
St(X) lead tol Hankel matricesSt = [Sti,c]i,c ∀ t = 1, . . . , l.
The number of rows of the matricesSt is τ and the number
of columns isNt. Finally, we recall the following matrix
representation for the EKE:
(
S1 S2 · · · Sl
)
·Q∗ = 0. (9)
Based on the former work of Feng and Tzeng [3], [4] the
proposed algorithm in [2] for an horizontal band ofl Hankel
matricesSt has a time complexity ofO(lτ2) and a space
complexity ofO(lτ).
It should be mentioned that for the preprocessing of the








j , t = 1, . . . , l, i ≥ 0, (10)
whereη−1j =
∏
r∈{1,...,n}{j}(xj − xr). The missingQ0(X)
can be interpolated withN0 = n − τ pairs (xi, yi), because
of the relation:






i , i = 1, . . . , n
IV. U NIVARIATE EQUATIONS
We now consider the general case ofs > 1. Let Q[b](X,Y )
denote theb-th Hasse derivative (see [7] for definition) of the











where l is the Y -degree ofQ(X,Y ). There exists a Taylor
formula of the form:






Let R(X) be the Lagrange interpolation polynomial such
thatR(xi) = yi andG(X) be the polynomial
∏n
i=1(X − xi)
(as defined in Section III). Using the Taylor formula with the
Hasse derivatives, we can formulate the following propositi n.
Proposition 1: One has mult(Q, (xi, yi)) ≥ s, i = 1, . . . , n
if and only if
G(X)s−b|Q[b](X,R(X)), b = 0, . . . , s− 1. (12)
Thus the interpolation condition③ can be replaced by the














with degBb(X) < l(n− k) − τs + b, as it can be found by
counting the degrees.
V. REMOVING THE DIAGONAL TERMS
We use the Roth and Ruckenstein reversion of the coeffi-
cients technique and writeΛt(X), R̄(X), Ḡ(X) and B̄b(X)
for the reciprocal polynomial ofQt(X), R(X), G(X) and
Bb(X) respectively, which are obtained by reversing the order













for b = 0, . . . , s − 1. Let us write EKE0(b) for such an
equation. Obviously we can consider the equation modulo











Proposition 2: Let b be such thatsτ − bd > 0. If
Λb+1(X),Λb+2(X), . . . ,Λl(X) is a solution to EKE(b), then
there existsΛb(X) such thatΛb(X),Λb+1(X), . . . ,Λl(X) is
a solution to EKE0(b).
Proof: Consider the equation in theQi(X)’s as in Equa-






















t−b by G(X)s−b, as long as
degQb(X) < degG(X)
s−b, which givess(n−τ)−b(k−1) ≤
(s− b)n i.e. sτ − bd ≥ 0.
The polynomialsḠ(X)s−b are invertible modX(l−b)(n−k).
Thus, after division byḠ(X)s−b, Equation (15) implies(l −
b)(n− k)− degBb linear equations on the coefficients of the
Λt(X). Or (l−b)(n−k)−degBb > 0 ⇐⇒ sτ−bd > 0. Let
b0 be the maximumb such thatsτ − b0d ≥ 0, i.e. b0 = ⌊ sτd ⌋.
VI. T HE MATRIX FORM
It can be shown that the Equation (13) leads to a linear






S0,0 S0,1 . . . . . . . . . S0,l





















where each matrixSb,t has(s−b)n rows (number of equations
for each orderb of the derivation), and egQt < Nt columns.
In the case ofs = 1 the matrix has only one horizontal block
and the optimization of Roth and Ruckenstein was to remove
the Q0 (Λ0) term in the first equation. In our case, we can
remove theΛi for i < b0.
VII. E XPLICIT EXPRESSION OF THE SYNDROMES
SinceG(X) is relatively prime toX(l−b)(n−k), it admits an
inverse moduloX(l−b)(n−k). By Sb,t∞ (X) the Taylor series of
R̄(X)t−b/Ḡ(X)s−b is denoted. Then the Equation (15) gives,









X(l−t)(n−k)Sb,t∞ (X) ≡ B̄b(X)
modX(l−b)(n−k). (18)
Since all the terms of degree higher than(l − b)(n − k)
are discarded by the modulo operation, it is sufficient to
consider Sb,t(X) ≡ Sb,t∞ (X) mod X(l−b)(n−k)−(l−t)(n−k),
























i = degBb(X) + 1, . . . , (l − b)(n− k).







and the conditioni − j < Nt has to be fulfilled. From the
inequality i ≥ degBb(X) + 1, we can boundj:
j > i−Nt






X(l−t)(n−k)Sb,t(X), this amount take the
coefficient ofSb,t(X) of index larger than:
(l(n−k)+b+1−sn+t(k−1))−(l−t)(n−k) = b+1−sn−t+nt
(21)
into account. On the other hand, we express the Eu-
clidean division of R̄(X)t−b by Ḡ(X)s−b as R̄(X)t−b =
Ūb,t(X)Ḡ(X)









the entire part̄Ub,t(X) has degree(n− 1)(t− b)− (s− b)n=
b+1−sn−t+nt which exactly one less than in Equation (21).
This means that the entire part has not be taken into account,
and that only the coefficients of the fraction̄Vb,t(X)/Ḡ(X)s−b
of index higher than or equal tob+1− sn− t+nt has to be









































































which corresponds to the “syndrome polynomials” of Ruck-
enstein’s thesis [6].
VIII. S UBSTITUTING BACKWARDS
With the previous statements we can subdivide the algo-
rithm solving the interpolation step of the Guruswami-Sudan
principle in two stages.
First, the reduced system, consisting of the equations
EKE(b0 + 1), . . . ,EKE(s − 1) with the polynomials
Λb0+1(X), . . . ,Λl(X), is solved (see Section IX). In the
second step the missing polynomialsΛi(X) ∀ i ≤ b0
can be iteratively calculated. For instance suppose that
Λb+1(X), . . . ,Λl(X) are known (withb ≤ b0). Then one can

























which means that the coefficient ofΛb(X) are read on theNb
highest terms of the RHS of (24). These “substitutions“ only
involve polynomial multiplications.
IX. SOLVING THE REDUCED SYSTEM






















where each matrixSb,j has (s − b)n andNj columns. The
gain can be expressed by the number of equations. The linear

















Assuming that one wants to reach the maximum radius, i.e.
τ = (1 −
√
R)n and withd = (1 − R)n, we can express the











In Fig. 2 the factorα(R), whereN = ns
2
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Fig. 2. The factorα in dependence of the code rateR.
It was hinted in the PHD thesis of Ruckenstein [6] that the







































S0,01,0 · · · S0,01,N0−1
S0,02,0 · · · S0,02,N0−1
...
S0,0sn,0· · ·S0,0sn,N0−1













S1,11,0 · · · S1,11,N1−1








































Fig. 1. The standard matrix for determining the bivariate interpolation polynomialsQ(X,Y ) of the Guruswami-Sudan algorithm
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and can be solved with a quadratic complexity in terms of
its number of rows, either with the FIA [9], [4] or with an
adaptation of the Sakata’s algorithm [10], [11]. As mentioned
in Section II and explained in [6] a block Hankel linear system
can be solved using a variant of the Fundamental Iterative
Algorithm tailored for structured matrices. The main idea is
to preprocess the matrix, by interleaving properly the rowsand
the columns. This is a combination of the idea in [2] which
deals with the case where only one horizontal block of Hankel
matrices is regarded and of the idea of [12], [13] dealing with
one vertical band of Hankel matrices.
X. CONCLUSION
We have generalized Roth and Ruckenstein’s approach of
the Sudan decoding algorithm of Reed-Solomon codes, with
multiplicity s = 1, to the general case of the Guruswami-
Sudan algorithm, with higher multiplicities. While Roth and
Ruckenstein have obtained one single key equation, which
is the generalization of the classical key equation for RS
codes, we obtaineds key equations (one for each order
of multiplicity). Although this is quite satisfactory fromthe
mathematical point of view, we also gain in terms of the
number of equations that indeed have to be solved, while the
other can be solved by simple polynomial multiplications. If
the code rate approaches zero, the gain in terms of the number
of equations that truly need to be solved is very high.
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